Congenital absence of the pulmonary valve
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The clinical, radiological, electrocardiographic, and haemodynamic findings in 7 patients with the syndrome of congenital absence of the pulmonary valve with ventricular septal defect are reported. Findings included a pansystolic murmur and a low-pitched delayed diastolic murmur at the left sternal border with no pulmonary valve closure sound, an rsR' pattern in V1 on the electrocardiogram, and a chest x-ray showing a large heart and gross dilatation of the main, left or right pulmonary arteries but normal or reduced vascularity of the peripheral lung fields. Cardiac catheterization showed a left-to-right shunt at ventricular level in every case, though in one the shunt was bidirectional. Despite right ventricular systolic pressures at least 75 per cent of systemic level in every patient, the pulmonary artery pressure was invariably normal. Pulmonary stenosis was shown to exist at infundibular level, at valve ring level, or at both. Selective right ventricular angiography was diagnostic: the main and right or left pulmonary arteries were aneurysmally dilated and there was an abrupt transition in calibre between these vessels and their immediate branches; enlargement of the right pulmonary artery caused distortion and downward displacement of the left atrium in 4 patients; in 2 there was a flat 'diaphragm' in the pulmonary valve position.

The diagnosis was confirmed in 3 patients by necropsy. The pulmonary valve was represented by at most a rudimentary fringe of tissue. Histological examination of the pulmonary arteries in one patient showed a correlation between the dilatation of the artery and the structure of its wall.

The syndrome of ventricular septal defect with absence of the pulmonary valve is rare, there being some 30 recorded cases (Lavenne et al., 1954; Campeau, Ruble, and Cooksey, 1957; Onesti and Harner, 1958; Smith, DuShane, and Edwards, 1959; Campeau, Gilbert, and Aeriichide, 1961; Gasul et al., 1961; Miller, Lev, and Paul, 1962; Elliott, Shanklin, and Schiebler, 1962; Venables, 1962; D'Cruz, Lendrum, and Novak, 1964; Ruttenberg et al., 1964; Childers and McCrea, 1964; Soulié et al., 1967). Only 6 of these were studied by selective right ventricular angiography (Ruttenberg et al., 1964; D'Cruz et al., 1964; Soulié et al., 1967).

We report here the clinical, haemodynamic, and angiographic findings in 7 patients (4 female, 3 male; age range 4 weeks to 13 years) with this syndrome, each studied by selective right ventricular angiography; the diagnosis was confirmed at operation or necropsy in 3.

Clinical features

In all patients the diagnosis of congenital heart disease had been made early in life. In one patient (Case 4) there had been deep cyanosis for the first two days of life which then disappeared. None of the patients squatted or suffered from cyanotic attacks; none appeared centrally cyanosed or showed finger clubbing. Four patients (Cases 1, 4, 6, and 7) had a history of recurrent chest infections and cardiac failure in infancy, and these patients tended to have the largest left-to-right shunts. In one, there was a history suggestive of bronchial compression in infancy (Miller et al., 1962) though this was not proven. All suffered exertional dyspnoea.

Physical examination revealed children all below the 10th percentile with respect to weight and the 25th percentile with respect to height. The arterial pulses were normal in every patient. The praecordium was overactive in every patient. All of the patients subsequently shown to have left-to-right shunts had pansystolic murmurs and thrills maximal in the third or fourth interspace at the left sternal edge. In contrast, Case 5, with a right-
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to-left shunt, had an ejection systolic murmur without thrill maximal at the lower left sternal edge. The second heart sound was invariably single and never accentuated. All patients had a decrescendo diastolic murmur best heard at the left sternal edge in the second or third interspace and in one case this was accompanied by a thrill. The murmur was specifically noted to be low pitched in 4 patients and, where phonocardiography was carried out, was found to begin 0.08-0.11 sec. after the aortic valve closure sound (A2) which terminated the systolic murmur (Fig. 1). This interval did not vary with respiration. The diastolic murmur began with a brief crescendo and no pulmonary valve closure sound (P2) was recorded. In 2 patients (Cases 2 and 3) there was an apical mid-diastolic murmur, the pulmonary/systemic flow ratios in these two patients being 1.7 and 2.3:1. No ejection sounds were heard or shown phonocardiographically.

Electrocardiographic findings were notably uniform. All had right axis deviation and right ventricular hypertrophy. Cases 1 and 5 also had left ventricular hypertrophy. In every patient save one (Case 7) the frontal QRS loop was clockwise. Four of the seven patients showed an rsR' pattern in V1, with a normal QRS duration.

Plain chest radiography revealed cardiothoracic ratios in excess of 0.5 in every case save one (Case 2). In three (Cases 3, 6, and 7), there was some prominence of the right cardiac border suggestive of right atrial enlargement. In Case 2 the heart and mediastinum were displaced conspicuously to the left. This patient was subsequently shown to have an absent left pulmonary artery. In 5 patients (Cases 3-7) there was considerable enlargement of the main left or right pulmonary arteries, or any combination thereof (Fig. 2), though in 2 infants the nature of the abnormal hilar shadows was only recognized after angiography. In 2 patients subsequently shown to have aneurysmal dilatation of the right pulmonary artery, this could not have been diagnosed from plain x-ray. One (Case 1) was aged 22 months, and in the other (Case 2) displacement of the mediastinum to the left had brought the dilated region of the right pulmonary artery anterior to the spine, thus

FIG. 1 Phonocardiogram of Case 3. Interval between time markers = 0.04 sec. PSM, pansystolic murmur; DM, diastolic murmur; PA HF, pulmonary area high frequency; LSE, lower left sternal edge; CAR, indirect carotid pulse; A2, aortic closure sound.

FIG. 2 6 ft. plain chest x-ray of Case 6. The transverse diameter of the heart is increased. The right pulmonary artery is somewhat enlarged, whereas the left pulmonary artery is aneurysmally dilated. The peripheral pulmonary vasculature is within normal limits.
observing it. Despite over-all left-to-right shunts in all but one patient the peripheral pulmonary vasculature never appeared increased and in two patients (Cases 4 and 6) (with pulmonary/systemic flow ratios of 1.9 and 1.6:1) the peripheral lung fields appeared oligemic. The only patient with a right-to-left intracardiac shunt showed normal vascularity on the left and extreme oligemia on the right.

**Haemodynamic investigations**

All patients were studied by cardiac catheterization and right ventricular angiocardiography. All showed significant rises in oxygen saturation at right ventricular level. In Case 5 the aorta was entered from the right ventricle and the pulmonary artery could not be entered. Right atrial pressures were at the upper limit of normal in 6 patients, the ‘a’ wave always being dominant, and in one patient (Case 7) there was a 13 mm. ‘a’ wave. Right ventricular systolic pressure was at least 75 per cent of systemic systolic pressure in every case. The right ventricular end-diastolic pressure varied from 2 to 13 mm. Hg. In 3 patients (Cases 3, 4, and 7) there was equalization of right ventricular and pulmonary artery pressures at end-diastole. In 3 (Cases 1, 2, and 6) there were significant systolic and diastolic gradients at the same point in the right ventricular outflow tract. One patient (Case 2) had two right ventricular outflow tract systolic gradients. Systemic arterial desaturation was only present in one patient (Case 5) who was therefore presumed to have a bidirectional shunt at ventricular level. In the remainder there was an over-all left-to-right shunt.

**Angiocardiography**

Contrast medium injected into the right ventricle crossed a ventricular septal defect to enter the aorta more or less simultaneously with the pulmonary artery in 4 patients (Cases 1, 2, 5, and 7), though only one of these patients had an oximetrically demonstrated right-to-left shunt. Infundibular stenosis was only shown in one patient (Case 2).

The pulmonary valve was never seen, but in Cases 3 and 6 there appeared to be a flat, narrow ‘diaphragm’ in the pulmonary valve position (Fig. 3). This was not domed, as is characteristic of pulmonary valve stenosis, and there was no suggestion of a jet through the centre of the diaphragm.

In every case there was gross abnormality of the appearance of the main pulmonary vessels, ranging from aneurysm dilatation of the
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**FIG. 3** Selective right ventricular angiocardiogram in Case 6 (lateral projection). A flat diaphragm in the pulmonary valve position is seen, indicated by the white arrow. There is considerable dilatation of the pulmonary artery beyond this, and no infundibular stenosis is seen.

**FIG. 4** Selective right ventricular angiocardiogram in Case 4 (frontal projection). The left and right pulmonary arteries are aneurysmally dilated, and there is an abrupt alteration in calibre between those vessels and their immediate branches.
main, right, and left pulmonary arteries to apparent involvement of only the right pulmonary artery, which was none the less enormously enlarged. Even more striking than the enlargement of the main pulmonary arteries was the abrupt transition between their calibre and that of the vessels immediately arising from them, which were narrow by comparison (Fig. 4).

Two patients showed gross disparity between the vascularity of the two lungs. In Case 2 the left pulmonary artery was absent and in Case 5 (Fig. 5), though there was an aneurysm of the right pulmonary artery, the peripheral pulmonary vessels did not appear to opacify at any stage.

The left atrial anatomy was distorted in 5 out of the 6 cases in which it could be clearly seen, presumably as a result of the dilatation of the right pulmonary artery, which caused flattening or concavity of the superior left atrial border as well as downward displacement of the whole left atrium in 3 cases (Fig. 6). In one instance the left atrium was displaced so far downwards that it lay in the same horizontal plane as the left ventricle.

Aortography excluded aortic incompetence and persistent ductus arteriosus in 4 patients (Cases 2, 3, 6, and 7), and the latter diagnosis was excluded in Case 1 by left atrial angiocardiography.

Operative and post-mortem findings

These were available in three instances. Case 4 contracted a chest infection at the age of 6 months and died from uncontrollable heart failure. Necropsy was limited to the heart. There was considerable dilatation of both ventricles and the muscle of the right ventricle was moderately hypertrophied. The pulmonary valve was represented by a rudimentary fringe of tissue with no subdivision into cusps (Fig. 7). The valve ring was narrowed and the pulmonary artery above was greatly dilated. There was a 0.8 cm. ventricular septal defect in the infracristal position and the crista supraventricularis was moderately hypertrophied. The main site of right ventricular outflow tract obstruction was the pulmonary valve ring. There was no aortic override and the relationships of the atrioventricular and semilunar ‘valves’ were normal.

Case 6 was operated on at the age of 7 years. The pulmonary artery was found to be greatly enlarged, and there was a diastolic thrill in the right ventricular outflow tract in addition to a systolic thrill over the right ventricle. On opening the right ventricle, the crista supraventricularis was found to be hypertrophied. The pulmonary valve was rudimentary. There was a 2 x 1 cm. infracristal ventricular septal defect. The defect was closed with a Dacron patch and infundibular resection per-
reduce the outflow tract gradient. Death occurred two days later.

Post-mortem examination of the heart confirmed the above findings. Both ventricles were hypertrophied. The right lung appeared macroscopically normal but the left lung lacked a fissure. Bronchography showed a normal bronchial pattern of the left lung. Injection of the veins of the left lung revealed an abnormal pattern, with too few large tributaries draining into axial veins, suggesting abnormal antenatal development of blood vessels within the lung.

Microscopically the pulmonary valve ring was composed of collagen and some muscle. The left pulmonary artery and the peripheral intrapulmonary arteries in both lungs showed changes similar to those found in patients with pulmonary hypertensive ventricular septal defects (Heath and Edwards, 1958; Wagenvoort et al., 1967). The media of the left pulmonary artery, which was of normal calibre, was of aortic type with concentric rings of elastic laminae and the small arteries running with distal bronchioli were enlarged, with abnormally thick walls. Muscular arteries extended into the acinus, which would not be expected at this age (Hislop, 1969; Davies, 1969). The structure of the dilated main and right pulmonary arteries was different from that of the left. Here the media was in two zones, a band of aortic type at the intimal edge, and external to this a layer of fragmented elastic fibres among collagen and muscle. The media was not demarcated by an external elastic lamina. The adventitia contained more elastic fibres than are usually found.

Discussion

These findings, together with those of other investigators (Miller et al., 1962; Soulé et al., 1967), suggest that the combination of a pansystolic murmur at the left sternal border, a single, unaccentuated second sound, and a low-pitched crescendo-decrescendo murmur in the pulmonary area starting about 0·1 sec. after the second heart sound is pathognomonic of ventricular septal defect with absent pulmonary valve.

The diastolic murmur in this condition differs from that found in pulmonary incompetence without pulmonary hypertension or intracardiac shunt in that it starts later. Thus, Bousvaros and Deuchar (1961) found that the murmur of isolated pulmonary regurgitation begins 0·02–0·03 sec. after aortic valve closure, while in the cases reported here it began 0·08–0·11 sec. after aortic valve closure. This additional delay may reflect extra prolonga-
ation of right ventricular ejection time by the left-to-right shunt at ventricular level.

Though pulmonary artery dilatation can give rise to a pulmonary ejection sound (Leatham and Vogelpoel, 1954) it was of interest that none of the patients reported here had such ejection sounds despite considerable pulmonary artery dilatation. The absence of an ejection sound may be the result of absence of the pulmonary valve; however, ejection sounds have been recorded twice in this condition (Elliott et al., 1962; Ruttenberg et al., 1964).

The absence of the pulmonary valve in this syndrome must result in pulmonary regurgitation as manifested by the diastolic murmur already described. In isolated pulmonary regurgitation there is equalization of the right ventricular and pulmonary artery pressures at end-diastole (Collins, Braumwald, and Morrow, 1960). However in 3 out of 6 patients presented here, these pressures differed by at least 7 mm. Hg. This finding has been reported elsewhere (Campeau et al., 1961; D'Cruz et al., 1964) and may be due to obstruction to regurgitant flow from the pulmonary artery.

Accurate identification of the site of right ventricular outflow tract obstruction may be difficult. Miller et al. (1962) state that in their experience obstruction was at infundibular level, whereas Ruttenberg et al. (1964) favoured the valve ring as the site of stenosis. In this series, obstruction has been shown at operation or necropsy to exist at infundibular level or at valve level. Withdrawal pressure traces from pulmonary artery to right ventricle may not always distinguish these two entities, and in Case 6, where infundibular resection alone almost completely abolished right ventricular outflow tract obstruction, angiographic and haemodynamic data had wrongly identified the stenosis as being at ‘valve’ level.

The right ventricular angiographic features of this syndrome are striking. We have not seen the gross dilatation of the main pulmonary trunk and right and left branches and the abrupt transition in calibre between the main trunks and their immediate branches in any other condition. Equally striking was the compression and downward displacement of the left atrium by the dilated right pulmonary artery. This radiological sign has not been noted before, though compression of the left main bronchus by the dilated pulmonary artery is recorded (Miller et al., 1962; D'Cruz et al., 1964). Other associated features of this series are absence of the left pulmonary artery (Case 2), absence of visible opacification of the right lung from an aneurysmal right pulmonary artery (Case 5), and absence of the left lung fissure (Case 3).

The difference in histological appearance between the dilated main and right pulmonary arteries and the macroscopically normal left pulmonary artery seen in Case 3 has not been described before. Persistence of aortic type media was reported by Smith et al. (1959) in the dilated main pulmonary artery, whereas in our patient it was only seen in the left pulmonary artery, which was not enlarged. The histological appearance of the main and right pulmonary arteries was similar to that reported by D'Cruz et al. (1964). The presence of medial hypertrophy of the pulmonary arteries in both lungs in the absence of pulmonary hypertension casts some doubt upon the usually assumed relation between hypertrophy and hypertension in congenital heart lesions with increased pulmonary flow (Edwards, 1957; Wagenvoort et al., 1967).

We wish to thank Dr. R. V. Gibson and Dr. M. C. Joseph for allowing us to publish details of their patients. Special thanks are due to Dr. A. A. Hislop who prepared the histological report on Case 3.
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